Abstract. We prove a local freeness result for C 8 actions.
Introduction
Let a real Lie group have a C 8 action on a C 8 real manifold M. Let G˝be the identity component of G. Assume the fixpoint set of any nontrivial element of G˝has empty interior in M. Let n :" dim G. Assume n ě 1. Let F be the frame bundle of M of order n´1. We prove (Theorem 12.1): there exists a G-invariant dense open subset Q of F such that the G-action on Q has discrete stabilizers.
Global notation, conventions and observations
Let N :" t1, 2, 3, . . .u and N 0 :" N Y t0u. For any set S, the identity function on S, denoted id S : S Ñ S, is defined by id S psq " s.
Let f be a function. We will denote the domain of f by domrf s and the image of f by imrf s :" f pdomrf sq. For any set T , we will denote the f -preimage of T by f˚pT q :" tx P domrf s | f pxq P T u. For any S Ď domrf s, define f |S : S Ñ imrf s by pf |Sqpsq " f psq. For any function g, define g˝f : f˚pdomrgsq Ñ imrgs by pg˝f qpxq " gpf pxqq.
Throughout this paper, by "manifold", we mean "Hausdorff, second countable, finite dimensional C 8 real manifold without boundary", unless otherwise specified. By "vector space", we mean "real vector space", unless otherwise specified. By "group", we mean "multiplicative group", unless otherwise specified. By "Lie group", we mean "real Lie group", unless otherwise specified. By "action", we mean "left action", unless otherwise specified. Throughout this paper, every finite dimensional vector space is given, without comment, its standard topology and manifold structure. A nonempty open subset of a topological space acquires, without comment, its relative topology, inherited from the ambient topological space.
For any group G, the identity element of G is 1 G . For any vector space V , the zero element of V is 0 V . For all n P N, let 0 n :" 0 R n ; then 0 n " p0, . . . , 0q P R n . For any set S, for any vector space V , the zero map 0 S,V : S Ñ V is defined by 0 S,V psq " 0 V . For any topological space X, by "@˝x P X", we mean "there exists a dense open subset of X such that, for all x in that subset".
Let M be a manifold. Then the tangent bundle of M is denoted T M. Also, for any x P M, the tangent space at x of M is denoted T x M.
Let M and N be manifolds. Let f : M Ñ N be C 8 . Then the differential of f is denoted df : T M Ñ T N. Also, for any x P M, the differential at x of f is denoted pdf q x :" pdf q|pT x Mq : T x M Ñ T f pxq N. We say that f has constant rank if: there exists r P N 0 such that, for all x P M, dim pimrpdf q x sq " r.
Let M be a manifold. Let d :" dim M. Let L Ď M. For any integer p P r0, ds, we say L is a locally closed p-submanifold of M if, for all x P L, there are a neighborhood U in M of x and a C 8 diffeomorphism φ : U Ñ R d such that φpL X Uq is a p-dimensional subspace of R d . We say L is a locally closed submanifold of M if there is an integer p P r0, ds such that L is a locally closed p-submanifold of M.
Any open subset of a manifold M is a locally closed submanifold of M. Any closed subgroup of a Lie group G is a locally closed submanifold of G. Any affine subspace of a finite dimensional vector space V is a locally closed submanifold of V .
Let L be a locally closed submanifold of a manifold M. Then L acquires, without comment, the unique manifold structure for which the inclusion map ι : L Ñ M is an immersion. The image of dι : T L Ñ T M is a locally closed subset of T M, and will be denoted T L. There is a slight technical difference between this image, denoted T L, and the tangent bundle of L, also denoted T L. We ask the careful reader to determine which T L is meant from context; they are typically identified. For any x P L, the image of pdιq x : T x L Ñ T x M is denoted T x L. Again, it is common to identify the two vector spaces T x L. If L is open in M, then, for all x P L, we have T x L " T x M.
Let G be a group acting on a set X. For any x P X, we denote the stabilizer in G of x by Stab G pxq :" tg P G | gx " xu. For any g P G, we denote the fixpoint set in X of g by Fix X pgq :" tx P X | gx " xu. The G-action on X is effective if, for all g P Gzt1 G u, we have Fix X pgq ‰ X. The G-action on X is free if, for all g P Gzt1 G u, we have Fix X pgq " H.
on X is free iff, for all x P X, we have Stab G pxq " t1 G u. Let G be a topological group acting on a set X. The G-action on X is locally free if, for all x P X, we have: Stab G pxq is discrete in G.
Let G be a group acting on a topological space X. We will say that the action is fixpoint rare if, for all g P Gzt1 G u, the interior in X of Fix X pgq is empty. Fixpoint rare implies: effective on all nonempty invariant open sets. A partial converse of this is Lemma 6.1.
Let G be a group acting on a manifold M. Assume: for all g P G,
Let G be a Lie group acting on a manifold M. Assume that the G-action on M is C 8 , i.e., that pg, xq Þ Ñ gx : GˆM Ñ M is C 8 . Then both of the following functions are upper semi-continuous:
Let M and N be manifolds. Let U be the set of open subsets of M.
d q denote the set of charts on M, and will let
For all δ P t1, . . . , du, for any finite dimensional vector space V , the vector field E δ corresponds to a differential operator B δ :
Let M and N be manifolds, let d :" dim M and let k P N 0 . Let
O pM, Nq and let p P M. By f agrees with φ to order k at p, written f " φ rrk, pss, we mean:
( p P pdomrf sq X pdomrφsq ) and ( f ppq " φppq ) and
Let M and N be manifolds. Let f, φ P C
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O pM, Nq and let p P M. Assume that p P pdomrf sq X pdomrφsq. Then we have both
Let L, M and N be manifolds. Let α P C 8 O pL, Mq. Let p P domrαs. Let k P N 0 and let f, φ P C 8 O pM, Nq. Assume f " φ rrk, αppqss. Then, by the Chain Rule, f˝α " φ˝α rrk, pss.
Let L, M and N be manifolds. Let
Then, by the Chain Rule, ω˝f " ω˝φ rrk, pss.
Let M and N be manifolds and
pssu is an equivalence relation on F , and, for any f P F , the equivalence class in F of f will be denoted by J k p pf, F q :" tφ P F | f " φ rrk, pssu. Let V and W be finite dimensional vector spaces. For all j P N 0 , P j V,W denotes the vector space of all homogeneous polynomial functions V Ñ W of degree " j. Then P 
the vector space of all polynomial functions V Ñ W of degree ď j. Also, for all j P N, we have P
Let V and W be finite dimensional vector spaces. Let f P C 8 O pV, W q and let x P domrf s. For all j P N 0 , by Tay j x pf q, we will denote the order j Taylor approximation of f at x, i.e., the unique P P P 0,j V,W such that P " f rrj, xss. Also, lin Let d P N. Let V and W be d-dimensional vector spaces. Let
We give H j d the unique manifold structure making this bijection into a C 8 diffeomorphism, as follows. Let m`:" dim pP
is a group under the multiplication induced by composition, i.e., under the multiplication given by:
With this manifold and group structure, H j d is a Lie group. Let M be a manifold and let
and N be d-dimensional manifolds. With the definitions above, F j has the following functoriality property:
by the rule:
-bundles, by which we mean all of the following:
3. Fibers of constant rank maps
Assume f has constant rank. Let q P f pLq and A :" f˚ptquq. Then:
Proof. Result (i) follows from continuity of f . Results (ii) and (iii) follow from the Constant Rank Theorem.
Orbits of C 8 actions
Let G be a Lie group acting on a manifold M. We assume that the G-action on M is C 8 . For all p P M, let G p :" Stab G ppq, and define p : G Ñ M by ppgq " gp.
LEMMA 4.1. Let p P M and let a P G. Then aG p is a closed subset of G and a locally closed submanifold of G. Also, T a paG p q " kerrpd pq a s.
Proof. Let G act on G by left translation so that the action of g P G on g 1 P G yields gg 1 P G. This action induces an action of G on T G.
By transitivity of the G-action on G, we see that p has constant rank. Let q :" ppaq. Then aG p " p˚ptquq. The result is then a consequence of Lemma 3.1 (with L replaced by G and f by p).
Proof. As (@a P G p , aG p " G p ), the result follows from Lemma 4.1.
Infinitesmal stabilizers in C 8 actions
Let G be a Lie group acting on a manifold M. We assume that the G-action on M is C 8 . For all p P M, let G p :" Stab G ppq, and
Proof. Let a :" 1 G . Then, for all X P g, we have Xp " pd pq a pXq, so, since g p " T a G p , the result follows from Corollary 4.2.
Proof. Since G p is discrete, we see that g p " t0 g u. Then, by Lemma 5.1, X Þ Ñ Xp : g Ñ T p M has kernel t0 g u, and is therefore injective. 6. Fixpoint rare for connected locally compact groups LEMMA 6.1. Let G be a connected locally compact Hausdorff topological group acting on a Hausdorff topological space X. Assume, for all g P G, that the map x Þ Ñ gx : X Ñ X is continuous. Assume, for all x P X, that the map g Þ Ñ gx : G Ñ X is continuous. Assume, for every nonempty G-invariant open subset V of X, that the G-action on V is effective. Then the G-action on X is fixpoint rare.
Proof. Let g 0 P Gzt1 G u be given, and let F 0 :" Fix X pg 0 q. We wish to show that F 0 has empty interior in X. Let V 0 be the interior in X of F 0 . Assume that V 0 ‰ H. We aim for a contradiction.
Let
By the Approximation Theorem in §4.6, p. 175 of [MZ] , choose a compact normal subgroup K of G such that K Ď U and such that G{K admits a Lie group structure compatible with its quotient topology. Let G :" G{K, and give G its quotient topology and compatible Lie group structure. Then give the Lie group G its natural C ω manifold structure. Let π : G Ñ G be the canonical homomorphism. Let g 0 :" πpg 0 q.
Since x 1 P V 1 " GV 0 , choose c P G and x 0 P V 0 such that x 1 " cx 0 . Let A :" tg P G | gx 1 P V 0 u. Then Ax 1 Ď V 0 . As c´1x 1 " x 0 P V 0 , it follows that c´1 P A, and so A ‰ H. Also, since g Þ Ñ gx 1 : G Ñ X is continuous, we see that A is open in G. Let A :" πpAq. Since π : G Ñ G is an open mapping and since A is a nonempty open subset of G, we see that A is a nonempty open subset of G. Let H :" πpHq. Then π˚pHq " HK. Since H is closed in G and K is compact, it follows that HK is closed in G. Then H is closed in G. Let Y :" G{ H. Let p : G Ñ Y be the canonical map. By the theory of homogeneous spaces of Lie groups, give Y the unique C ω manifold structure under which
ω , it suffices to show, for all w P W , that g 0 w " w. Let w P W be given. We wish to prove that g 0 w " w.
As w P W " ppAq " ppπpAqq, choose a P A such that w " ppπpaqq. Let g 1 :" a´1g 0 a. Let g 1 :" πpg 1 q and a :" πpaq. Then a g 1 a´1 " g 0 .
Because ax 1 P Ax 1 Ď V 0 Ď F 0 " Fix X pg 0 q, we see that g 0 ax 1 " ax 1 , so g 1 x 1 " a´1g 0 ax 1 " a´1ax 1 " x 1 . Then g 1 P Stab G px 1 q " H, and it follows that g 1 " πpg 1 q P πpHq " H " Stab G py 1 q. Then g 1 y 1 " y 1 , Moreover, we have w " ppπpaqq " ppaq " arpp1 G qs " ay 1 . Therefore, g 0 w " a g 1 a´1 ay 1 " a g 1 y 1 " ay 1 " w. End of proof of Claim 1.
By Claim 1, we have g 0 y 1 " y 1 , so g 0 P Stab G py 1 q. It follows that
In Lemma 6.1, we cannot drop the assumption that G is connected, even if we add the assumption that X is connected:
Let G be the subgroup of D generated by tf u Y tT q | q P Qu. Since D acts effectively on X, it follows that the G-action on X is also effective. Give to G the discrete topology and manifold structure. Then the G-action on X is C 8 . For all x P X, since Q`x " tT q pxq | q P Qu Ď Gx, we see that Gx is dense in X. Then, for any nonempty G-invariant subset V of X, we see that V is dense in X, and so, because the G-action on X is effective, it follows that the G-action on V is effective as well. On the other hand, f P Gzt1 G u and Fix X pf q " r´1, 1s, so the G-action on X is not fixpoint rare. End of example.
Induced maps on polynomial spaces
Proof. Let V 0 :" P 0,j E,R . Let pP, yq Þ Ñ P d y : V 0ˆE Ñ V be the bilinear map defined by pP d yqpwq " rP pwqsy. Let A :" tα P N d 0 s.t. |α| ď ju. Let U :" domrf s and let p :" Qpzq. For all α P A, let H α : E Ñ V 0 be defined by pH α pxqqpwq " pw´xq α α! , and let η α : U Ñ V be defined by η α pxq " rH α pxqs d rpB α f qpxqs. Since f " 0 E,E rri`j, pss, it follows, for all α P A, that B α f " 0 E,E rri, pss. So, by the Product Rule for d, we conclude, for all α P A, that η α " 0 E,V rri, pss.
Define τ : U Ñ V by τ pxq " Tay j x pf q. For all x P U, for all w P E,
Then we have ν 0 " 0 E,V˝ζ . It follows that µ 0 " ν 0 rri, Qss. Define µ : ζ˚pUq Ñ VˆV and ν : V Ñ VˆV by µpP q " pµ 0 pP q, P q and νpP q " pν 0 pP q, P q.
Then µ " ν rri, Qss. Define Ω : VˆV Ñ V by ΩpP, Πq " Tay j z pP˝Πq. Then Ω˝µ " Ω˝ν rri, Qss. It therefore suffices to show both that f˚" Ω˝µ and that 0 V,V " Ω˝ν.
For all P P V , we have 0 V,V pP q " 0 V " 0 E,E , and so pΩ˝νqpP q " ΩpνpP" Ωpν 0 pP q, P q " Ωp0 V,V pP q, P q " Ωp0 E,E , P q " Tay
Then Ω˝ν " 0 V,V . It remains to show that f˚" Ω˝µ.
Because imrµs Ď VˆV " domrΩs, we get domrΩ˝µs " domrµs. Then domrΩ˝µs " ζ˚pUq. Also, domrf˚s " ζ˚pdomrf sq " ζ˚pUq. Let P P ζ˚pUq be given. We wish to prove that f˚pP q " pΩ˝µqpP q.
Let u :" P pzq. Then u " ζpP q. Then u P ζpζ˚pUqq Ď U " domrf s. Let F :" Tay j u pf q. Then F " f rrj, uss, so, since P pzq " u, we see that F˝P " f˝P rrj, zss. Then Tay j z pF˝P q " Tay j z pf˝P q. Also, we have µ 0 pP q " pτ˝ζqpP q " τ pζpP" τ puq " Tay j u pf q " F . Then pΩ˝µqpP q " ΩpµpP" Ωpµ 0 pP q, P q " ΩpF, P q " Tay j z pF˝P q. Then f˚pP q " Tay j z pf˝P q " Tay j z pF˝P q " pΩ˝µqpP q, as desired.
Assume that z P domrf s. Then:
Proof. By Lemma 7.1 (with Q replaced by I), we get ñ. Assume that f˚" 0 V,V rri, Iss. We wish to prove that f " 0 E,E rri`j, zss. Let F :" Tay i`j z pf q. Then f " F rri`j, zss, so it suffices to show that F " 0 E,E . Let Y :" P 0,i`j E,E . Then F P Y and 0 Y " 0 E,E . It therefore suffices to prove that F " 0 Y .
Let φ :" F´f . Then φ˚" F˚´f˚. Since F " f rri`j, zss, we conclude that φ " 0 E,E rri`j, zss. Then, by Lemma 7.1 (with Q replaced by I and f by φ), we see that φ˚" 0 V,V rri, Iss. So, since f˚" 0 V,V rri, Iss and since F˚" φ˚`f˚, we get F˚" 0 V,V rri, Iss.
For all w P E, define
SˆD denote the vector space of all functions SˆD Ñ R. For all γ P C, for all σ P S, for all δ P D, we simplify notation by defining γ σ δ :" γpσ, δq. Let ε 1 , . . . ε d be the standard basis of E " R d . For all γ P C, let P γ : E Ñ E be defined by
For all w P E, Λpwq " pF˚˝T ‚ qpwq " F˚pT ‚ pwqq " F˚pT w q. For all σ P S, let R 1 σ :" tρ P R σ s.t. |σ´ρ| ď ju. Then, for all w, x P E, pΛpwqqpxq " pF˚pT w qqpxq " pTay Let σ 0 P S and δ 0 P D be given. We wish to show that c
So, since σ 0 P S " A`B, choose α 0 P A and β 0 P B such that σ 0 " α 0`β0 . Then α 0 ď α 0`β0 " σ 0 , so α 0 P R σ 0 . Also, we have |σ 0´α0 | " |β 0 | ď j.
Then, for all x P E, we have
Since α 0 P A, we have |α 0 | ď i. So, as Λ " 0 E,V rri, zss, we get
As ξ " 0 E,E , we see that pB
Induced maps on frame bundles
Let d P N and let M and N both be d-dimensional manifolds.
p p p f " φ rri`j, pssô p p p F j f " F j φ rri, qss.
Proof. If j " 0, then, by identifying F j f with f and F j φ with φ, the result follows. We therefore assume that j P N. We also assume p p p p P domrf sand p p p p P domrφsand p p p f ppq " φpp; otherwise, both p p p f " φ rri`j, pssand p p p F j f " F j φ rri, qssare false.
Then hppq " p " ιppq and F j h " pF j φq´1˝pF j f q. It suffices to prove:
p p p h " ι rri`j, pssô p p p F j h " F j ι rri, qss.
O pE, Eq. Then ψpzq " z " Ipzq and F j ψ " pF j λq´1˝pF j hq˝pF j λq. It suffices to prove:
Since χ " ψ´I, we get χ˚" ψ˚´I˚. Claim 1: Let ω P D
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O pE, Eq. Then ω˚˝T " T˝pF j ωq. Proof of Claim 1: Because we have imrF j ωs Ď F j E " domrT s, we see that
Also, domrT˝pF j ωqs " domrF j ωs " pπ j E q˚pdomrωsq " Q. Let q P Q be given. We wish to show that ω˚pT p" T ppF j ωqpqqq.
Moreover, we have T pJ j E pω˝µqq " Tay j z pω˝µq. As P " Tay j z pµq, we get P " µ rrj, zss.
Then ω˝P " ω˝µ rrj, zss, so Tay By Lemma 7.2, ( χ " 0 E,E rri`j, zss ) ô ( χ˚" 0 V,V rri, Iss ). So, since χ " ψ´I and since χ˚" ψ˚´I˚, we get p p p ψ " I rri`j, zssô p p p ψ˚" I˚rri, Iss.
Putting this together, we have shown:
p p p ψ " I rri`j, zssô p p p ψ˚" I˚rri, Issô p p p F j ψ " F j I rri, σss, as desired.
The i " 0 special case of ð of Lemma 8.1 is often useful, and it admits a simple proof, so we present it separately:
Assume that q P pdomrF j f sq X pdomrF j φsq and that pF j f qpqq " pF j φqpqq.
Then f˝λ˝λ´1 " φ˝λ˝λ´1 rrj, pss. Then f " φ rrj, pss.
Iterated frame bundles contain frame bundles
Let X be a manifold.
and we define R
Proof. For all λ, µ P R 0 X , because of the definitions above, we have both R λ κ " pF j λq˝R κ and R µ κ " pF j µq˝R κ ; so, since R κ p0 m q " q 0 ,
κ rri, 0 m ss. By Lemma 8.1 (with M replaced by E, N by X, q by q 0 and p by z), we conclude that: for all λ, µ P R 0 X , p p p λ " µ rri`j, zssô p p p F j λ " F j µ rri, q 0 ss.
Putting this together, for all
LEMMA 9.2. There exists a unique function Φ :
Proof. This follows from ñ of Lemma 9.1. LEMMA 9.3. Let the function Φ :
Proof. This follows from ð of Lemma 9.1.
Naturality of inclusion in iterated frame bundles
E,E q, and let κ : P 0,j E,E Ñ R m be a fixed vector space isomorphism. Define R κ as in §9.
Xq be the unique function satisfying the condition:
With i, j and κ fixed, we show that Φ i,j X,κ is natural in X:
LEMMA 10.1. Let M and N both be d-dimensional manifolds, and
Loss of dimension in stabilizers
Let a Lie group G act on a manifold M. Assume that the action is
Let G˝denote the identity component of G.
LEMMA 11.1. Assume the G˝-action on M is fixpoint rare. Let k P N. Assume: @p P M, dim g p " k. Then: @˝p P M, dim g 1 p ă k. Let g ‚ :" p Þ Ñ g p denote the stabilizer map from M to the manifold of k-dimensional subspaces of g. The basic theme of the proof below is: Since each nontrivial element of G˝has interior-free fixpoint set, it follows that: @˝p P M, the differential pdpg ‚p is nonzero. Morever, at such a point p, we can show that g
In words: "By fixpoint rarity, the stabilizer map cannot be constant on a nonempty open set. Moreover, wherever the stabilizer map is 'on the move', it is strictly larger than the first order stabilizer. Consequently, generically, the first order stabilizer is strictly smaller than the stabilizer." Details follow.
It therefore suffices to show that S is dense in M. Let a nonempty open subset M 1 of M be given. We wish to prove that M 1 X S ‰ H. For all g P G, define g : M Ñ M by gppq " gp. For all g P G, for all v P T M, we have gv " pd gqpvq. For all p P M, define p : G Ñ M by ppgq " gp. For all x P T G, for all p P M, let xp :" pd pqpxq. By Lemma 5.1, for all p P M, the kernel of X Þ Ñ Xp :
For all p P M, let 0 p :" 0 TpM . For all g P G, let 0 g :" 0 TgG . Let e :" exp : g Ñ G˝be the Lie theoretic exponential map. Choose an open neighborhood g˚in g of 0 g and an open neighborhood Gi n G˝of 1 G such that epg˚q " G˚and such that e|g˚: g˚Ñ G˚is a C 8 diffeomorphism. Let gˆ:" g˚zt0 g u. Let Gˆ:" G˚zt1 G u. Then epgˆq " Gˆ. Since G˚Ď G˝, we conclude that GˆĎ G˝zt1 G u.
As M 1 ‰ H, choose u P M 1 . Choose a vector subspace c of g such that both cXg u " t0 g u and c`g u " g. Then pdim cq`pdim g u q " dim g. Let ℓ :" dim c and let n :" dim g. Then, as k " dim g u , we get ℓ`k " n. Choose C 1 , . . . , C ℓ P c such that tC 1 , . . . , C ℓ u is a basis of c. Since c X g u is the kernel of C Þ Ñ Cu : c Ñ T u M and since c X g u " t0 g u, it follows that C Þ Ñ Cu : c Ñ T u M is injective. So, because C 1 , . . . , C ℓ are linearly independent in c, we conclude that C 1 u, . . . , C ℓ u are linearly independent in T u M. Choose an open neighborhood M 1 in M 1 of u such that, for all p P M 1 , the vectors C 1 p, . . . , C ℓ p are linearly independent in T p M. For all p P M, the map X Þ Ñ Xp : g Ñ T p M has kernel g p and image gp, and so dim pgpq " pdim gq´pdim g p q " n´k " ℓ. Then, for all p P M 1 , the set tC 1 p, . . . , C ℓ pu is a basis of gp. By hypothesis, k P N, so k ě 1. Because dim g u " k ě 1, we see that g u ‰ t0 g u. Choose Y 0 P g u zt0 g u. Choose s 0 P Rzt0u such that
For all p P M 1 , we know both that tC 1 p, . . . , C ℓ pu is a basis of gp and that Y p P gp. Define a 1 , . . . , a ℓ : M 1 Ñ R by: for all p P M 1 ,
get Y u " 0 u , and so a 1 puq "¨¨¨" a ℓ puq " 0. Define χ :
by f 0 ppq " Y´rχppqs. Then, for all p P M 1 , we have We have f 0 pM˝q Ď f 0 pf0 pgˆqq Ď gˆ. Define f :" f 0 |M˝: M˝Ñ gˆ. Define F :" e˝f : M˝Ñ Gˆ. For all p P M˝, f ppq " f 0 ppq P g p , so F ppq " pe˝f qppq " epf ppqq P epg p q Ď G p , and so rF ppqsp " p.
Claim 1: f is not constant on M˝. Proof of Claim 1: Since F " e˝f , it suffices to show that F is not constant on M˝. Let g P imrF s be given. We wish to show that F pM˝q ‰ tgu.
We have g P imrF s Ď GˆĎ G˝zt1 G u, so, as the G˝-action on M is fixpoint rare, the interior in M of Fix M pgq is empty. So, as M˝is a nonempty open subset of M, we get M˝Ę Fix M pgq. Choose p P Ms uch that p R Fix M pgq. Then rF ppqsp " p ‰ gp, so F ppq ‰ g. Then F pM˝q ‰ tgu, as desired. End of proof of Claim 1.
Since M˝is connected, by Claim 1, choose q P M˝such that the differential of f does not vanish at q, i.e., such that pdf‰ 0 TqM,T f pqq g . It suffices to show that q P M˝X S. So, since q P M˝, it suffices to show that q P S. That is, we wish to show that dim g 1 q ă k. Since G 1 q Ď G q , we get g 1 q Ď g q . Then, as dim g q " k, we need only show that g 1 q ‰ g q . Let r :" F pqq and let R :" f pqq. We have r " F pqq P G q , so rq " q. Also, R " f pqq P g q . Also, R " f pqq P imrf s Ď gˆĎ g˚. Also, epRq " epf p" pe˝f qpqq " F pqq " r. Let φ :" pdf: T q M Ñ T R g and Φ :" pdF: T q M Ñ T r G and ε :" pdeq R : T R g Ñ T r G. Since F " e˝f and f pqq " R, by the Chain Rule, pdF" pdeq R˝p df. That is, Φ " ε˝φ. As R P g˚and as e|g˚: g˚Ñ G˚is a C 8 diffeomorphism, it follows that the map pdeq R : T R g Ñ T r G is a vector space isomorphism. That is, the map ε : T R g Ñ T r G is a vector space isomorphism.
Since R P g q , it suffices to show that R R g 1 q . So, since epRq " r and epg
We wish to show that there exists w P W such that rw ‰ w.
Since φ " pdf‰ 0 TqM,T f pqq g " 0 W,T R g , choose w P W such that φpwq ‰ 0 T R g . We wish to show that rw ‰ w.
For all X P g, let p X :" pd{dtq t"0 pR`tXq P T R g. Then the function X Þ Ñ p X : g Ñ T R g is a vector space isomorphism. So, because we have φpwq P imrφs Ď T R g, choose B P g such that p B " φpwq. Then, by the choice of w, p B ‰ 0 T R g . So, by injectivity of X Þ Ñ p X : g Ñ T R g, we get B ‰ 0 g . Let b :" Φpwq. Then b " Φpwq " pε˝φqpwq " εpφpwqq " εp p Bq. We have imrχs Ď c. Then, for all p P M˝, we see that
Then imrf s Ď Y`c. Then R " f pqq P imrf s Ď Y`c. Also, we have w P W " T q M and f pqq " R. Then pdfpwq P T R pY`cq.
For all s Ď g, let p s :" t p X | X P su. For any subspace s of g, if R P s, then T R s " p s. So, since R P g q , we get T R g q " x g q . For any subspace s of g, for any X P g, if R P X`s, then T R pX`sq " p s. So, since R P Y`c, we get T R pY`cq " p c. Then p B " φpwq " pdfpwq P T R pY`cq " p c.
Then, by injectivity of X Þ Ñ p X : g Ñ T R g, we get B P c. Since q P M˝Ď M 1 , it follows that C 1 q, . . . , C ℓ q are linearly independent. So, as the R-span of tC 1 , . . . , C ℓ u is c, the map C Þ Ñ Cq : c Ñ T q M is injective. So, since B P c and B ‰ 0 g " 0 c , it follows that Bq ‰ 0 q . Then B R g q , so, by injectivity of X Þ Ñ p X : g Ñ T R g, we get p B R x g q , and so, by injectivity of ε : T R g Ñ T r G, we get εp p Bq R εpx g. We have b " Φpwq P imrΦs Ď T r G and w P W " T q M. Then bq P rT r Gsq Ď T rq M and that rw P rrT q Ms " T rq M. Recall: rq " q. Then bq, rw P T rq M " T q M " W . We wish to show that w´rw ‰ 0 W .
As ε : T R g Ñ T r G is a vector space isomorphism, we conclude that dim pεpT R g" dim pT R g. As R P g q and epRq " r and epgĎ G q , it follows that
Bq R εpx g" εpT R g" T r G q . As r P G q , by Corollary 4.2 (with p replaced by q and a by r), it follows that kerrpdr s " T r G q . So, since b R T r G q , we get pdr pbq ‰ 0 q . Since b P T r G, we get pd qqpbq " pdr pbq. Since W " T q M, we have 0 W " 0 q . Then bq " pd qqpbq " pdr pbq ‰ 0 q " 0 W .
Define a : GˆM Ñ M by apg, pq " gp. Define F 1 : M˝Ñ GˆM by F 1 ppq " pF ppq, pq. Then pdF 1 qpwq " pΦpwq, wq " pb, wq. Recall that, for all p P M˝, we have rF ppqsp " p. Then, for all p P M˝, we have pa˝F 1 qppq " apF 1 ppqq " apF ppq, pq " rF ppqsp " p.
Then pdpa˝F 1 qqpwq " w. By the Chain Rule, dpa˝F 1 q " pdaq˝pdF 1 q. For all g P G, apg," gq " qpgq. Then pdaqpb, 0" pd qqpbq " bq. For all p P M, apr, pq " rp " rppq. Then pdaqp0 r , wq " pd rqpwq " rw. Putting all this together, we get w " pdpa˝F 1 qqpwq " ppdaq˝pdF 1 qqpwq " pdaqppdF 1 qpwqq " pdaqpb, wq " rpdaqpb, 0s`rpdaqp0 r , wqs " bq`rw.
Then w´rw " bq ‰ 0 W , as desired.
Since the G-action on M is fixpoint rare, it follows that the G-action on M 0 is fixpoint rare as well. For all p P M 0 , dim g p " k. So, by Lemma 11.1 (with M replaced by M 0 ),
Local freeness
Here is a frame bundle analogue of Theorem 6.14 of [Olver] :
THEOREM 12.1. Let a Lie group G act on a manifold M. Assume that the action is C 8 . Let G˝denote the identity component of G. Assume that the G˝-action on M is fixpoint rare. Let n :" dim G. Assume that n ě 1. Then there exists a G-invariant dense open subset Q of F n´1 M such that the G-action on Q is locally free.
We will argue below that, at each level in the frame bundle tower, if the generic stabilizer dimension is positive, then, at the next level up, it will decrease by at least one. By fixpoint rarity, it starts out less than n, so, after n´1 transitions, it must be zero. Details follow.
Proof. Let g :" T 1 G G. For all p P M, let G p :" Stab G ppq, g p :" T 1 G G p .
Since dim G˝" dim G " n ě 1, we have G˝‰ t1 G u. Choose g 0 P G˝zt1 G u. Let F 0 :" Fix X pg 0 q. By continuity of p Þ Ñ g 0 p : M Ñ M, F 0 is closed in M. The G˝-action on M is fixpoint rare, so F 0 has empty interior in M. Let U 0 :" MzF 0 . Then U 0 is a dense open subset of M.
Claim 1: Let p P U 0 . Then dim g p ă n. Proof of Claim 1: Since g p Ď g and since n " dim G " dim g, it suffices to show that g p ‰ g. Assume that g p " g. We aim for a contradiction. Since g Ď g p , we get G˝Ď G p . Then g 0 P G˝Ď G p , so g 0 p " p. Then p P Fix M pg 0 q " F 0 . Also, p P U 0 " MzF 0 , so p R F 0 . Then both p P F 0 and p R F 0 . Contradiction. End of proof of Claim 1.
For all j P N 0 , let M j :" F j M and π j :" π j M . The G-action on M induces a G-action on M j and this, in turn, induces a G-action on T M j . For all j P N 0 , for all q P M j , let G q :" Stab G pqq, let G 1 q :" Stab 1 G pqq, let g q :" T 1 G G q , and let g of a dense open set is dense open. Therefore, by Claim 2, @˝q P M j , dim g q ď k. Since π j : M j Ñ M is open and G-equivariant, and since the G˝-action on M is fixpoint rare, we see that the G˝-action on M j is fixpoint rare as well. Then, by Lemma 11.2 (with M replaced by M j ), we have: @˝q P M j , dim g 1 q ď k´1. The image, under π j : M j Ñ M, of a dense open set is dense open. Therefore, by Claim 3, @˝p P M, dim g pj`1q p ď k´1. Then k´1 P K j`1 , as desired.
We cannot replace "F n´1 M" by "F n´2 M" in Theorem 12.1:
Example: (Cf. Example 4.3 in [Olver] .) Let n ě 2 be an integer. Let G be the additive Lie group R n . Let M be the manifold R 2 . Let G act on M by: ps 1 , . . . , s n q px, yq " px, y`s 1 x`s 2 x 2`¨¨¨`s n x n q. Since every nonzero polynomial has only finitely many roots, we conclude, for all s P Gzt0 n u, that there exists a finite set A Ď R such that Fix M psq " AˆR. Thus, the G-action on M is fixpoint rare. It is, moreover, C 8 , and, therefore, induces a G-action on F n´2 M. We wish to prove: For any dense open G-invariant subset Q of F n´2 M, there exists q P Q such that Stab G pqq is not discrete in G. We will, in fact, show: @q P F n´2 M, Stab G pqq is not discrete in G. Let q 0 P F n´2 M be given. We wish to prove: Stab G pq 0 q is not discrete in G.
For any φ P C 8 pR, Rq, for all integers i ě 0, let φ piq : R Ñ R denote the ith derivative of φ. For all integers j P r1, ns, define f j : R Ñ R by f j pxq " x j . Let p 0 :" π n´2 M pq 0 q. Then p 0 P M " R 2 . Let x 0 , y 0 P R satisfy p 0 " px 0 , y 0 q. For all integers i P r1, n´1s, define T i : R n Ñ R by T i ps 1 , . . . , s n q " n ÿ j"1 s j rf pi´1q j px 0 qs; then T i : R n Ñ R is linear. Define T : R n Ñ R n´1 by T psq " pT 1 psq, . . . , T n´1 psqq; then T : R n Ñ R n´1 is a linear transformation. Because dim pR n q ą dim pR n´1 q, we conclude that dim pker T q ą 0, and, therefore, that ker T is not discrete in R n . So, since G " R n , it suffices to show that ker T Ď Stab G pq 0 q. Let s P ker T be given. We wish to show that sq 0 " q 0 .
Define σ : M Ñ M by σppq " sp. Let I :" id M : M Ñ M. Then pF n´2 σqpq 0 q " sq 0 and pF n´2 Iqpq 0 q " q 0 , so we wish to show: pF n´2 σqpq 0 q " pF n´2 Iqpq 0 q. In other words, we wish to prove that F n´2 σ " F n´2 I rr0, q 0 ss. By ñ of Lemma 8.1 (with i replaced by 0 and j by n´2), it suffices to show: σ " I rrn´2, p 0 ss. Let α P N 2 0 be given, and assume |α| ď n´2. We wish to show: pB α σqpp 0 q " pB α Iqpp 0 q.
